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PURPOSE

The purpose of this experiment was to build a piece of

apparatus with which the effect of a magnetic field on tiki

rotation of the plane of a beam of polarised light could be

quantitatively studied, with this apparatus Verdet»s con-

stant for carbon disulfide and water solutions of glucose

and fructose was found.

HTPRODUCTIOI

In 1845 Michael Faraday discovered that the plane of

polarization of a beam of polarised light was rotated when

it passed through certain transparent substances in a mag*

netic field.

H. Verdet, a French scientist, further investigated

this phenomenon, and in 1852 showed that the amount of mag*

netic rotation was dependent upon the nature of the medium,

the intensity of the magnetic field, and the distance

through which the light traversed the medium in the field.

Is formulated the law which bears his name, which states

that the rotation between two points is directly propor-

tional to the difference in magnetic potential between these

points.

The constant of proportionality is known as Verdet»s

constant, and is expressed by the formula



CO m

(Va - Vb)

where Co is Verdet's constant, is the total angle through

which the plane is rotated while passing from A to B, and

the expression (Va - Vb) is the difference in magnetic

potential between the points A and B.

For a number of years after Verdet*s work was published

several scientists studied this so called "Faraday effect"

and determined Verdet»s constant for various substances*

lotable among these scientists were Gordon, Rayleigh,

Becquerel, Parkins, Quincke, Kundt, and Rontgen. In 1895,

Rodger and atson of the Royal College of Science in London

designed a pleee of apparatus especially for the purpose,

and made some very careful determinations. It was after the

pattern of their apparatus that the coil used in the present

experiment waa fashioned.

Since their time, it seems that not much work has been

done along this line except in very specialised fields,

such aa studying the dispersion of polarized light by mag-

netic rotation, determining Verdet*s constant for liquid

oxygen, sodium vapor, and the like.

APPARATUS CONSTRUCTED FOR THIS EXPERIMENT

There are two methods of submitting transparent sub-

stances to the influence of a magnetic field. One of these
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is the place the body In the interior of a helix. The other

is to place the body between the pole pieces of an electro-

magnet.

The first method has the disadvantages of requiring

ore naterial and being more subject to the changes in tern-

perature of the coll. Also, only clear transparent materi-

als can be examined, since the light must traverse it

through a greater distance.

The second method, however, is ill suited for absolute

determinations on account of the extreme difficulty of

measuring the value of the field produoed. It cannot be

calculated from the current flowing through the electro-

magnet as it can in a helix.

For this reason a helix was used.

The Helix

The reel upon which the wire was wound consisted of a

brass tube 8.3 em. in diameter, by 82 cm. long and two cir-

cular brass flanges 15 cm. in radius, set 46.5 cm. from

one another, leaving the inner brass tube to protrude about

17.5 cm. at each end. A layer of empire cloth was shellaced

to the inside surface of these flanges. Hard maple discs

about 2.8 cm. thick, and of the same radius as the brass

flanges, had been slipped over the long brass tube between

the flanges, and were now forced tightly against the flanges.



These maple discs were mainly to furnish mechanical strength.

Two layers of empire cloth were wrapped on the braaa

core between the maple discs before the winding began.

An auxiliary coll, consisting of two layers of No. 22

D.C.C. magnet wire, was first wound on the core. There

were 368 turns on the first layer, and 364 turns on the

second. Two thicknesses of empire cloth were wrapped out-

side of this. The function of this auxiliary coll will be

explained later.

The wire used for the main helix was No. 16 D.C.C. an-

nunciator ;7ire. It was first wound on two large wooden

reels. A large amount of time waa spent in improving

faulty places in the insulation and in carefully filing down

and soldering the ends of the various pieces together,

wrapping the insulation around the joint so as to make as

little irregularity in the size of the wire as possible.

Two wires were wound simultaneously, and were thus in

contact for their entire length. By this means the insula-

tion between adjacent turns could be tested at any time. In

the process of winding, it was tested every other layer. Aa

each layer was finished, the relstive position of the two

wires was reversed by giving them a half turn.

Aa each layer was wound, the number of turns of wire

was carefully counted. As a means of checking this, and

so that a permanent record could be kept, a piece of paper



was laid over each layer, and a pencil mark made on the

paper parallel to the axis of the coil.

the circumference of each layer was carefully measured

in at least three places , and the average taken. Prom this

average the radius was determined.

As the winding of each layer was completed it was

covered with one thickness of empire cloth to provide better

insulation.

The radius of the brass flanges and wooden discs was

about four centimeters greater than the radius of the out-

side layer of wire. A copper jacket was soldered on these

flanges for most of the way around, and the space between

the jacket and the coll filled with melted paraffine. This

paraffine was kept above its melting point for about forty

hours, enabling it to thoroughly seep in among the wires of

the coll. This not only improved the insulation, but, in

the ease of minor short circuits due to self induction or

other causes, the wax will melt and automatically heal the

break. In addition to this, some of the heat produced in

the coil will be taken up by the melting of the paraffine.

The entire coll rests on two hard maple supports, eaeh

fitted with leveling screws.

Table 1 gives the dimensions of the main coil.
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Table 1. Dimensions of Main Helix

Average Radius
Sumber outside of ruxber
of circumfer- layer single turns
layer ence (ana.

)

J^BB.) in layer

296.7 46.2 176
312.0 48.7 176
328.5 51.3 178
342.8 53.6 175
356.3 55.7 180
374.3 58.6 176
390.3 61.1 178
404.4 63.4 176
420.0 65.9 177

10 436.9 68.5 174
11 452.2 71.0 176
12 468.7 73.6 179
13 484.2 76.1 182
14 499.3 78.5 182

m
15 515.3 81.0 182
16 528.0 83.0 178
17 544.5 85.7 176
18 562.8 88.6 176
19 575.7 90.6 180
20 592.7 93.3 178
21 607.3 95.7 182
22 622.2 98.0 178
23 637.5 100.5 178
24 655.5 103.3 176
25 670.2 105.7 177
26 686.1

Total number of

108.2

layers 26

187

Total number single turns 11627
Length of helix 41 em .

Total amount of wire used 31 kg •

The Tube

The material to be examined is placed in a brass tube

having as l inside diameter of about 3.2 cm. and an approxi-



mete length of eighty-t.70 centimeters. Its axis coincides

with the axis of the helix. Brass caps were machined to

fit the ends*

Small brass tubes for filling and emptying were fitted

in each end, as were tubes half-way up in which calibrated

thermometers were sealed. A hole about 1.5 cm. in diameter

was cut out of the exact centers of the and caps, and sealed

over with microscope cover glasses.

This entire inner tube was enclosed in the brass tube

of the same length and of about 8.3 cm. in diameter, upon

which the helix was wrapped. The spaces between the ends

of the two tubes were covered with circular brass plates.

Small brass tubes were fitted into holes near the ends of

the larger tube, and thus water was circulated through it

while readings were being taken. In this way the tempera-

ture of the material under examination was kept more nearly

constant.

The Polarizer

An ordinary Kicol prism, set in beeswax and placed in

the axis of a brass tube the same diameter as the one used

to hold the material being examined, was used as a polarizer.

It was mounted on V's on an upright attached to a base

fitted with leveling screws.



The Analyzer

At the other end of the coil was a aacond Kicol prism

used as en analyzer. The brass pipe in which this prism

was mounted was machined down so as to just fit in a slight-

ly larger braas tube, thus enabling the analyzing prism to

be rotated.

Attached at right angles to the movable braas tubs con-

taining the analyzer was a large circle of quarter-inch

triple ply oak veneer, reenforced by a heavy circular brass

plate. A paper circle, fourteen inches in diameter, and

graduated to fourths of a degree was glued to this slightly

larger wooden circle.

At the bottom of the stand supporting the analyzer was

a atationary pointer and a magnifying glass fitted with a

hair line. By means of these, the number of degrees through

which the circle had been rotated could bo determined.

A telescope was fitted in the end of the brass tube

containing the analyzing prism. The bases supporting the

analyser and the telescope aere fitted with leveling screws.

The "lectrical Connectiona

Double pole, double throw switches were used for re-

versing the currents in both the auxiliary and the main

coils. In the case of the main coll, the switch was so ar-
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ranged that a high, non-inductive resistance was automatical-

ly thrown in just before the circuit was broken. This

helped to protect the insulation of the coil from damage

due to the self-induced current.

The Source of Monochromatic Light

A glass tube about 2.5 cm. in diameter and 15 cm. long

was fitted with a plug of glass wool, and a mixture of fine

•and and pulverised sodium chloride was poured on this to

a depth of about five centimeters. The sand helped to keep

the salt from becoming caked, stoppers containing smaller

glass tubes were fitted in the end of this, and the gas

passed through the pulverised salt before it entered the

Fisher burner. An Intense yellow flame resulted.

As a means of further assuring that the light would be

monochromatic, it was made to pass through a column of

potassium dichromate solution about five centimeters long,

before entering the polarising prism.

METHOD OF 0BTAII1N0 DATA

First, the sodium flame, polarizer, helix and analyzer

were carefully lined up. The axes of the last three should

coincide.

The current in the main coil was turned on, the analy-

ser set at the point where the beam was most completely ex-
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tinguished, end the reeding teken.

Eech observation consisted of at least three each read-

ings with the current flowing in one direction, then three

with the current reversed, and two similar sets of three or

more after the analyzing prism had been rotated through

about 180°. The temperature et each end of the tube end

the voltage across the coil, were teken at the beginning,

the middle, and the end of eech series of reedings, and the

average taken.

The auxiliary coil was used to aid in determining more

accurately the darkest point. When the point wes reached

as nearly as possible by ordinary observation, a current

wes sent through the auxiliary coil, first in one direction,

then in the other, slightly rocking the plane of polariza-

tion back and forth. If the enalyzer was properly set, the

slight illumination which occurred when the auxiliary cur-

rent was applied was the same when the latter wes reversed.

SOURCES OF POSSIBLE ERROR AMD MEANS OP CORRECTION

possible source of error is by using the wrong

>r of turns in the computations, either because of a

mistake in counting, or on eccount of a short circuit.

There is little chance for this error, however, because of

the way the turns were counted and checked, and the fact

that two wires were wound simultaneously. Testing the re-



sistance between the two circuits would reveal any shorts

between adjacent turns, and testing the resistance of the

two wires separately would reveal any between two layers of

the sane wire. The added resistance offered by the paraf-

fine and the empire cloth would make any such shorts very

improbable

•

Another possible error is in the calculating of the

coil constant because of irregularities in the winding,

such as when the wire mounts from one layer to the next.

Rodger and Watson found by experiment that when the liquid

projected more than 20 cm. beyond the coil, there was no

measurable error due to this cause.

An error in measuring the length of the tube, or in

finding its position relative to the coll, is possible.

However, a difference of one millimeter in the length of

the tube makes a change of about one part in five thousand

in the magnetic potential, an error so slight that it may

be neglected.

The amount of rotation varies with the direction in

which the light passes through the field. When the direc-

tion of the light is inclined to the lines of force at an

angle of one degree, the error is in the order of one part

in five thousand, which is negligible.

If the light used is not monochromatic, an error in

reading may be made because of dispersion. With the source
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of light used in this experiment, and the color filter,

there wee no observable dispersion, except for large rota-

tions. Using a small current and thus keeping the angle of

rotation small, therefore kept the dispersion negligible.

In the ease of the sugar solutions, however, there was

some dispersion to begin with, on account of the rotation

caused by the sugar itself. More dilute solutions made the

rotation, and therefore the dispersion, leas.

Another possible source of error is in the inclination

of the axis of rotation of the analyzing Nlcol to the direc-

tion of the incident light. According to experiments by

McConnel, an inclination of two degrees will cause an error

of less than one minute in a double rotation of sixty de-

grees. In this experiment, practically all the double rota-

tions were less than thirty degrees. Also, the Nicol was

read in two positions, about 180° apart.

If an error was made in measuring the current, the mag-

netic potential difference would be calculated incorrectly.

In this experiment, the airaneter used was first calibrated

with a standard instrument in the electrical engineering

department, and a correction curve drawn. The readings were

carefully taken at least three times in each set, and the

average used.

The determination of the temperature of the liquid is

still another source of error. The two thermometers used
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were first carefully calibrated. They were reed three times

each in each set of readings, and the average taken. Con-

siderable time was allowed to elapse after the substance was

put in the tube, and the current and water turned on, so

that the temperature could reach equilibrium*

Impurities in the substances used, or dissolved out

from the sides and ends of the tube, might change the amount

the light was rotated. For this experiment the purest sub-

stances obtainable were used. The carbon disulfide was

Baker's Analyzed, C.P. Hallinekrodt alueose and Sobering

Levulose were used. The levulose was slightly yellowed due

to age. The tube was carefully cleaned before each filling,

and filled with the material to be tested. This was left

for several hours, so that say soluble material in the tube

itself would be dissolved. This was then drained off, and

fresh material put in for the observations.

The cover glasses at the ends of the tube, and the

Nicol prisms were in the magnetic field, and would tend to

rotate the light themselves, thus causing an error. Read-

ings were taken with the tube empty, and the current first

off and then at its maximum value. No rotation could be

observed.

Magnetic substances in the vicinity would distort the

magnetic field and tend to change the magnetic potential be-

tween the ends. To prevent this error, no iron or other
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*gnetic substance was used in the construction of the ap-

paratus • The exporijuent was performed as far from water

and gas pipes aa possible.

Still another possible source of error tfould be that

caused by convection currents in the material being examined.

The density of the liquid at the top of the tube ^ould be

less than at the bottom, and density affects the amount of

rotation. However, since the temperature was nearly con-

stant 3?hen the readings were being taken, the convection

currents would be very slight. Also, if the analyzing

Nicol were slightly off center, taking readings at about

180° apart would help correct any error due to convection

currents.

Light reflected back through the tube by the end glass,

and then back again and through the analyser, would be

rotated three tines aa much as that which had passed through

the tube only once. This would make it more difficult to

pick out the darkest point.

In double rotations of less than about 20° this effeot

was not noticeable. Therefore, the currents used were

small, so that the rotation ./ould be less.

In addition to this, the end glasses could be set at

a slight angle to the incident light, but still parallel to

one another. This would do away with this source of error

entirely.
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The smallest divisions on the rotating circle attached

to the analyzing prism were fourths of a degree. Estimates

were made to the twentieths of a degree. Bo doubt, sons

errors were made in these estimates. Taking the average of

a large number of readings, as was done, would reduce the

amount of thia error.

A vernier reading to minutes couid be quite easily

made if necessary. However, considering the fact that the

dark space was usually more than a degree wide, it would

hardly have been worth while with the analyzer used.

Probably the largest source of error in the present ex-

periment was the difficulty in picking out the exact darkest

point where the analyzing Nicol crossed the beam of polariaed

light.

The auxiliary coil and reversing switch aided greatly

in this in the case of the carbon disulfide. In the case of

the sugar solutions, however, it was impossible to rock the

plane of polarization sufficiently with the current which

could be sent through the auxiliary coil.

A brighter source of light caused the dark region to

be narrower, and hence the setting could be made more ac-

curately.

In the case of the sugar, a dozen or more trials were

usually made on each reading, coiaii.g in from both sides.

Taking the average of these also cut down this error.



Possibly the use of a photoelectric cell could

more accurate readings possible.

For very accurate readings, a more refined type of

analyzer should be used*
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METHODS OP CALCULATING RESULTS

For a coil of infinite length, the magnetomotive force

between the ends is equal to J22i* where N is the total
10

number of turns in the solenoid, and I is the current in

amperes.

For more accurate *rork, corrections for the finite

dimensions of the coil must be made. The following formula

is the one ordinarily used for making this correction.

rr..m.f. - 2 ;7nl [7Rg+AT'W Rg+B*W tfJUFd R2+3gg 1
10 AB

In this equation, m.m.f . is the difference in magnetic

potential between the points and X, n is the number of

turns on the layer under consideration, R is the radius of

this layer, I is the current in amperes, and 0, A, B, and X,

are positions on the axis of the solenoid as shown in the

following diagram.
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The values obtained for the different layers are added

together to find the total magnetic potential difference.

For the coil under consideration, the difference in

magnetic potential between the ends of the tube was found to

be 2844.29 times the current in amperes if the double turns

were used in parallel, or twice that value if connected in

series.

The most generally sccepted equation for correcting

for temperature when finding Verdet»s constant for carbon

disulfide was worked out experimentally by Bichot. It is

as follows:

CO*. -C^ (1 - •00104t - .000014t2 )
v O

As far as is known, no means has yet been worked out

for correcting for temperature for glucose and fructose

solutions*

RESULTS OBTAINED

The results obtained in this experiment are shown in

the following tables.
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Table 2. Ccrbon Disulfide

I • (ve -vb ) t <»\ ^o
fa»r (decrees) (filberts) (Cent.) (minutes) Lnutes)

1.05 ,.041 5973.019 20.5 .04053 . J4177
1.55 6.152 8817.314 ^2.2 .04193 .04323
2.08 8.275 11832.257 21.0 .04196 .04317
2.53 10.454 14392.133 22.9 .04358 .04498
3.04 12.319 17293.314 21.7 .04274 . J1402
3.54 14.646 20137.609 21.7 .04364 . :4494
4.04 16.90,: 22981. £04 22.0 .04413 .04547
4.52 18.461 ££712.427 22.6 .04308 .04444
5.02 20.1;. 98566, 21.6 .04229 .04356
5.52 23.512 31401.017 18.9 .04493 .04607
,0C 24.490 34245.212 18.8 .04291 .04400

7.50 30.420 42664.425 26.3 .04278 .04442

Average— .04417

Values for co for carbon disulfide found by other ex-

perimenters are as follows;

Rayleigh .04347
Becquerel .04341
uincke .04564

Roepsel .04332
Rodger end et;son .04347

Table 3. Glucose Solution, Fifty Orams per Liter

29 t co %
(decrees) (Cent.) (icinutes)

5.21 20.2 .01360
.11 20.3 .01334

5.34 20.5 •01394
6.17 21.0 .01610
6.17 21.0 .01610
5.44 21.0 .01420
5.18 21.0 .01352

20.7 .01440



Table 4. Glucose Solution, Twenty-!'ive
Grama per Liter

M t ^t
(degrees

)

(Cent.) (minutes)

4.72 22.5 .01231
4.79 22.5 .01251
4.83 19.1 .01262
4.86 19.2 .01269
4.90 19.2 .01279
4.77 20.0 .01247
4.64 20.1 .01210
4.69 20.1 .01224
4.70 21.6 .01227
4.71 21.7 ,01230
4.79 21.8 .01251

Average 20.7 .01244

Table 5. Fructose Solution, Twenty-•five
Grams per Liter

29 t ^t
(degrees) (Cent.) (minute s

)

4.42 20.1 .01154
5.17 20.4 .01350
4.48 20.7 .01170
4.51 23.1 .01177
4.27 25.1 .01115
4.16 20.6 .01086
4.29 20.8 .01120

Average ———— 4.47 21.5 .01167

In all the sugar solutions, the current used was 4.04

amperes, with a consequent magnetic potential difference of

22981.904 gilberts. This current was large enough to pro-

duce an appreciable rotation, and at the same time not so
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large as to melt much of the perafflne within a reasonable

tine. An average of about two hundred forty readings were

taken on each of the three sugar solutions.

Glucose and fructose both have the property of multi-

rotation. In the ease of glucose, the specific rotation

changes from *105° to *52.5° in a few hours time, while

fructose changes from -104° to -92.3°.

The results given in the preceding tables were obtained

from readings taken after the solutions had reached equilib-

rium. It was difficult to take accurate readings before,

especially in the case of the glucose, owing to the large

number that had to be taken to get a fair average, and the

fact that the specific rotation was changing so rapidly.

As far as is known by the writer, no one has yet

worked out a temperature correction for glucose and fructose

solutions.

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

Consider a uniform circular vibration expressed by the

equations

xi m a cos cot

Jl * a sin cj t

If the sign of co is changed, the equations for the cir-

cular vibration rotating in the opposite direction are ob-

tained.
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X£ * a cos cot

J2 • -a sin &Jt

Adding the z components, and also the y components of

these two sets of equations, the resultant vibration is

found to be expressed by the equations

x m 2a cos cot

7 -

It can be seen fro?, this that two opposite circular

vibrations combine into a simple rectilinear vibration, or

conversely, a rectilinear vibration can be resolved into

two opposite circular vibrations.

Hence, a beam of plane polarised light can be considered

to be the resultant of two circularly polarized beams rota-

ting in opposite directions*

In order to account for the rotation of a plane of

polarized light by a magnetic field, one of the circular

components would have to have an index of refraction in the

material in the field different from that of the other.

Brace has successfully separated these two circular beams,

thus proving that this is true. Mills actually measured

the velocities of the two beams in the magnetic field. It

was found that the circularly polarized beam which rotated

in the same direction as the conventional current producing

the field, had the greater velocity.

Suppose that, in passing through the tube, the left



handed rotatory component is retarded in phase by an

amount 5 . Then, the equations of the transmitted vibra-

tions could be expressed in the form

xi • a cos cot, yi m a sin &>t (right handed);

X2 - -* cos {cot +6), 72 » a «in fat 8) (left handed).

Combining these two components, we have

xl**2 • x " * c0* °°*~* eos ("*<$) * 2a sin|6~sin (Wt*&<5)

j!+Y2 • 7 » a sin GJt*a sin (6>t+6) » 2a cos^Ssin (wt*j6")

These are first degree equations, and therefore repre-

sent straight lines. Combining them, a straight line vibra-

tion is produced, whieh makes an angle with the line of

original vibration whose tangent is x • tan |6.
J

Therefore, the plane of vibration of the polarized

light is rotated through an angle equal to half the angle

which the one rotatory component is behind the other, and

in the direction of the rotation of the more rapid component.

The next thing to be considered is the explanation of

why one of these circularly polarized beams should rotate

faster than the other while passing through a material sub-

stance in a magnetic field.
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The diagram below represents the cross-section of the

core of a helix. The conventional current is flowing

through the coil in a clockwise direction, and consequently

the direction of the magnetic field in the core is perpen-

dicularly into the paper.

According to the most generally accepted theory, an

atom of any element consists of a positively charged nuc-

leus around which one or more electrons are revolving.

Those revolving electrons, in the atoms of the substance in

the core of the helix, which are moving in a clockwise

direction, (such as atom A) would have a greater centripetal

force imposed upon them by the action of the magnetic field.

Consequently their radii would be decreased. Since the

amount of kinetic energy remains constant, their angular

velocity would increase.

In a similar manner, the electrons revolving in a

counter clockwise direction (such as atom B) would have the

radii of their paths increased with a consequent decrei



In angular velocity.

Since all moving electrons carry a magnetic and also

an electric field with them, the net effect of the above is

that, in any small area of the cross section, the field is

rotating clockwise. Its angular velocity is numerically

equal to the difference between the two opposing angular

velocities of the revolving electrons, irrespective of sign.

Assuming light to be an electromagnetic disturbance, a

circularly polarized beam rotating in a clockwise direction,

would have added to its sngular velocity the velocity of

the rotating field, when passing through the core of the

helix. Similarly, the angular velocity of the component

rotating in the opposite direction would be decreased by a

like amount.

It was shown earlier in this discussion that the re-

sultant plane polarised beam would be rotated in the same

direction as the more rapidly rotating circular component.

According to the theory just explained, this would be in the

direction the conventional current was flowing through the

helix. Experiment proves this to be the case.

A little reflection will show that, if the electrons

were vibrating instead of moving in circular or elliptical

paths, the result would be the



CONCLUSIONS

Since the value of Verdet*s constant obtained In this

experiment for carbon disulfide checks quite closely with

the generally accepted value, the calculations on the coll

constant are probably very nearly correct.

It was observed that the more concentrated solution of

glucose had a greater value for Verdet*s constant. However,

the degree of rotation was not proportional to the concen-

tration of solute present, nor was it to the density.

Evidently a more complicated relationship exists.

According to this experiment, the more dilute solution

of glucose had a slightly greater rotatory ability than the

fructose solution of the same concentration. However, un-

like their ordinary molecular rotation, they both rotate it

in the ssme direction, namely, the direction of the conven-

tional current in the coll.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

A large number of unsolved problems have suggested

themselves during the working out of this experiment, es-

pecially In connection with the sugars*

For example, glucose, fructose, and many other organic

compounds exhibit the property of mult irotat ion. Their

normal ability to rotate polarised light gradually decreases



until a constant value is reached several hours after the

solution is made up. Does their ability to rotate light in

a s»gnetic field also change? If so, is it in the same pro-

portion as the change in molecular rotation?

What is the relationahip between Verdet»s constant and

the concentration or density of the solutions used? If the

concentrations of a glucose and of a fructoae solution are

the sane, does the ratio of their magnetic constanta remain

the same, no matter what that concentration may be? If not,

how does it chants?

what is the aquation for correcting for temperature for

sugar solutions? Is it the same for all concentrations?

Glucose normally rotates light to the right. Fructose

rotates it to the left. When they are mixed, the rotatory

effect on the light is the difference between the two ef-

fects, taking into conalderation the relative amounts of

each present. A combination can be found where their ef-

fects will just neutralise each other, and the plane will

not be rotated.

What effects would mixtures of different concentrations

of these two sugars have on the magnetic rotation? Would

they subtract their individual effects, or add them, or

would there be a more complex relationship? Would there be

a certain combination that would have no optical effect?

•hat effect does the solvent have on the magnetic



rotation? If alcohol, for example, were used instead of

water aa a solvent for these sugars, how would Verdet's con-

stant be affected? would the difference be the esse aa the

difference between the constants for pure water and pure

alcohol?

These are some of the interesting problems still to be

solved. However, lack of tins makes sny further experimen-

tation along this line impossible at this time,
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Plate I



Plate I is a photograph of the apparatus con-

structed for this experiment.
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